
 

2 November 2020 
 
 
Dear Tourism Industry Members,  
 
 
LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR PARTICIPATION AT TRAVELREVIVE - POWERED 
BY ITB ASIA & STB 
   
TravelRevive – powered by ITB Asia & Singapore Tourism Board will pave the 
way for the future of MICE events in Singapore. The hybrid tradeshow which will take 
place on 25 – 26 November 2020, at Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Singapore, 
will bring international delegates and businesses together to exchange ideas, bridge 
knowledge gaps, and reimagine how the future of travel will look like. The two-day 
event will feature conference sessions, exhibitions, as well as opportunities for one-
on-one buyer-seller appointments. It will also be complemented by virtual interactions 
which allows a wider global audience to connect with the regional travel businesses.   
 
The hosting of TravelRevive is one of the key steps taken towards the safe resumption 
of MICE events. Developed by the Alliance for Action (AfA) on Enabling Safe and 
Innovative Visitor Experiences1, it is the first pilot tradeshow to trial the newly 
developed prototype for safe tradeshows in Singapore. TravelRevive is supported by 
key members of the industry-led AfA, including local associations such as the 
Singapore Association of Convention & Exhibition Organisers and Suppliers 
(SACEOS), Singapore Hotel Association (SHA) and National Association of Travel 
Agents Singapore (NATAS), as well as government organisations such as Singapore 
Tourism Board (STB).  
 
This prototype will provide delegates with the degree of interaction they would be 
accustomed to in a regular tradeshow setting – but in a far safer way which minimises 
infection risks. The prototype adopts creative solutions in the following areas: 

• Safe tradeshow to assure the health and safety for delegates, with added safety 
measures such as plexiglass shields in exhibition booths and meeting pods that 
serve as an additional measure to reduce droplet transmissions. 

• Digital enablers to allow participants to experience the event safely and 
seamlessly, using innovations such as touchless technology and automated 
registration kiosks. 

• Outside of event hours, foreign attendees get to choose from itineraries 
featuring a selection of activities that not only comply with safe management 
measures, but provide high quality bespoke experiences. 

 

                                                 
1 The Emerging Stronger Taskforce (EST) under the Future Economy Council (FEC) was formed to review how Singapore can 
stay economically resilient and build new sources of dynamism to emerge stronger from COVID-19. It has convened the 
Singapore Together Alliances for Action (“Alliances”), which are industry-led, government-supported coalitions that act 
quickly by prototyping ideas on key strategic areas for Singapore to chart a path in the new COVID-19 environment. The 
Alliance for Action on Enabling Safe and Innovative Visitor Experiences is one of these alliances.   



 

Happening alongside TravelRevive are other events (by invite only) that will see 
leaders of travel and MICE sectors gather and discuss the way forward for the sectors. 
Some of the key events to highlight are: 

• IAEE Asia Hybrid Forum where key Professional Exhibition Organisations in 
Asia meet. It will be held at MBS Hybrid Broadcast studio and will likely use the 
holographic feature of the studio which is showcase of digital capabilities of 
MICE venues of the future. 

• SMFX @ MICE Connect – The Xtraordinary edition. This special edition of the 
Singapore MICE Forum (SMF) and MICE Connect co-organised by STB and 
SACEOS, will update on the latest developments happening in the Singapore 
MICE and events industry, including the Event Industry Resilience Roadmap 
which was launched in early Oct. 

 
Be one of the first to witness the latest hybrid experience and technology pilots as it 
not only gives you a glimpse of how Singapore is progressing in the reopening of 
business events, but also gives a flavour of the safe, bespoke and personalised visitor 
experiences developed. These efforts give both MICE visitors and future leisure 
visitors the assurance in enjoying Singapore’s authentic destination offerings. 
 
We would like to take this opportunity to invite you as a valued trade partner to 
participate at TravelRevive as an exhibitor, buyer or visitor. 
 

Please do not hesitate to contact info@messe-berlin.asia if you have any queries 

regarding this trade show. For more information about TravelRevive and registration, 

please visit https://www.itb-community.com/travel-revive/. 

 
Best regards. 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Andrew Phua (Mr) 
Executive Director 
Exhibitions & Conferences 
Singapore Tourism Board 

  


